Nachiketa Scholarship Application

An offering towards Humanity
Applied for:________________________________________________________ Scholarship Application for the Year: ____________
Institute Name:____________________________________________Branch:_________________________Year:_________________

Name of the Applicant:___________________________________ Aadhar No.:__________________________
Father’s /Guardian’s Name:______________________________ Occupation:____________________________
Mother’s Name:_______________________________________ Occupation:____________________________
Yearly Family Income:________________________________________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Date of Birth:________________________________________________________________________________
Applicant’s Mobile No:__________________________ Parent’s Contact No: __________________________
Course details: Year of Study:____________________ Group:________________________________________
Name of the Institution / College:________________________________________________________________
Educational Qualifications: (Enclose copies of the certificate)_______________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION
SSC / Equivalent
Inter / Equivalent
Graduation
Others

% OF MARKS

NAME OF THE SCHOOL / INSTITUTION

DETAILS OF SCHOLARSHIP RECEIVED FROM NACHIKETA TAPOVAN SO FAR
YEAR

COURSE DETAILS

AMOUNT RECEIVED

REMARKS

I hereby declare that the information furnished above is true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I promise that,
Nachiketa Scholarship will be used for the same cause and also promise to work for the Humanity in my capacity.

Signature of the Parent

Official Use Only

Signature of the Applicant

Application No.:________________Ref No.:___________________Received by:________________________
Remarks:_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Signature
____________________________________________________________

9908 23 45 45

admin@nachiketa.org

www.nachiketa.org

98491 68937

NACHIKETA SCHOLARSHIP
Nachiketa Scholarship aims at creating a “Support
System for the underprivileged, tribal, rural children,
youth, old aged and young entrepreneurs of India.
This platform aims to create a support system that
not only would take care of educating young minds
of their own choice but also helps them to chase
their dreams and achieve the highest goal in life. This
platform would act like a catalyst from educating
young India to making them stand on their own feet.
We want to cater to all possible areas through this
scholarship. Support for education, vocational
training, farming, weaving, reviving traditional
signatures to research into science of life and helping
new start up of young India to chase their dreams.
Anything that marches towards the twin ideas of
Swami Vivekananda “Man Making & Nation Building”
will be taken into consideration. We want to
support people who do not just think out of the box
but also think beyond their own families and work
for the Humanity without discriminating people by
their gender, caste, creed, and religion and looking
upon them as an absolute manifestation of divinity.
Nachiketa strives for... Nachiketa thrives on...
Nachiketa breathes on… Nachiketa lives on…!
Nachiketa’s soul lives in young India, progressive
India, spiritual India. We want once again India with
the land of pious souls, India that knew the science of
acceptance, India that was accommodative and
always exhibited true love and compassion and India,
our Mother Land that believed in transformation
within and not conversion without.
We are human beings with feelings, emotions, and
infinite possibilities to experience divinity within and
express it outwardly through selfless service to the
humanity. Everything becomes meaningful when we
find out the purpose of life. We should make sure
that, no matter how many times we get defeated in
the hands of destiny, our purpose shouldn’t get
defeated. We have hit the earth with the sole
intention to know our true identity and there cannot
be any better tool than to get helped while rendering
our services towards the mankind. I know, Divinity
alone stands but one shouldn’t forget that humanity
springs forth from Divinity alone.
So please make best use of your scholarship and
transform your lives! Humanity needs people like
you, your services and above all your active
participation towards humanity.
Nachiketa Tapovan, Plot No. 70, Phase I,
Kavuri Hills, Jubilee Hills, Madhapur,
Hyderabad. 9849168937

Criteria to apply for Nachiketa Scholarship:
i.
Poor, tribal, rural, underprivileged, needy ones
ii. Drop outs from schools/colleges but having
special skills or ready to acquire skills
iii. Students who secured minimum 8.0 G.P.A. in
SSC
iv. Minimum 80% of Marks in Intermediate
v. EAMCET/NEET rankers
Certificates to be submitted:
1. Xerox copies of Memorandum of
Marks/Certificates of SSC
2. Intermediate and present course marks
3. Xerox copy of Aadhar
4. Original Study/Bonafide Certificate
5. Residence Certificate
6. Community Certificate
7. Passport size photos
8. Income Certificate
9. Reference letter by a well known personality
from your area
10. Reference letter by head of institute where you
are presently studying / working
11. A small write up about yourself and the reason
for seeking Nachiketa scholarship
12. Please submit your certificate if you are physically
challenged
Kind attention:

❖ The power of discretion and autonomy in
selecting candidates and decision making lies
with the management
❖ There will not be any caste, creed, gender, or
religion barrier. We stand by humanity with due
respect to all religions
❖ We know, GPA or your marks would not speak
about your merit, so we would consider other
aspects of life as well while selecting candidates

Yours in the service of Humanity
Swami Nachiketananda
Nachiketa Tapovan, at Nachiketa
Adhyatmapuri, Kodgal (V), Jadcherla (M),
Mahabubnagar (D), 9908234545

NACHIKETA SCHOLARSHIP …It is your contribution that makes difference!
Dear One!
Pranams at the lotus feet of Divine Mother!
Nachiketa Tapovan, a non profit making, spiritually
oriented service organisation started in 1999 to
spread the universal values in the society by way of
socio-spiritual activities. The journey was amazing and
so it was with all our activities. Twenty years just
passed by. In twenty years, Nachiketa has seen many
twists and turns but always stood like a Himalayan
mountain. Today what we see as a Nachiketa is all
because of philanthropic partners like you who have
contributed handsomely towards the cause. Had it
been the journey of a single man, it would have been
very difficult to see where Nachiketa is today. Thank
you one and all for your wonderful gesture.
Since, ongoing activities need more refined structure,
we have decided to take up activities one by one to
reform them to shape the society. Scholarship is one
such initiative and if strengthened, society will surely
get benefited. It is, after all, not just feeling for the
society but also extending our helping hands towards
the humanity. They say, we are one entity so just
feelings or emotions aren’t enough, we need to
translate them into reality.

We are working on developing Nachiketa Scholarship
to support needy ones who would play a pivotal role
in shaping our new India. We want individuals, pious
souls, philanthropic institutions and spiritual souls to
come forward and become part of our Nachiketa
Scholarship Drive. Your donation would carry your
name along with Nachiketa. Your gesture would help
us out in building up corpus fund towards Nachiketa
Scholarship. We would use interest as per your
discretion thereby scholarship would go on forever.
We would make sure that, every rupee that is
donated by you will be spent for the same cause. We
want your contribution to make our Mother Land a
better place to live in.
Nachiketa Scholarship aims at creating a “Support
System for the underprivileged, tribal, rural children,
youth, old aged and young entrepreneurs of India.
This platform aims to create a support system that not
only would take care of educating young minds of
their own choice but also help them to chase their
dreams and achieve the highest goal in life. This
platform would act like a catalyst from educating
young India to making them stand on their own feet.
We want to cater to all possible areas through this
Nachiketa Tapovan, Plot No. 70, Phase I,
Kavuri Hills, Jubilee Hills, Madhapur,
Hyderabad. 9849168937

scholarship. Support for education, vocational
training, farming, weaving, reviving traditional
signatures to research into science of life and helping
new start up of young India to chase their dreams.
Anything that marches towards the twin ideas of
Swami Vivekananda “Man Making & Nation Building”
will be taken into consideration. We want to support
people who do not just think out of the box but also
think beyond their own families and work for the
Humanity without discriminating people by their
gender, caste, creed, and religion and looking upon
them as an absolute manifestation of divinity.
Nachiketa strives for... Nachiketa thrives on...
Nachiketa breathes on… Nachiketa lives on…!
Nachiketa’s soul lives in young India, progressive India,
spiritual India. We want once again India with the land
of pious souls, India that knew the science of
acceptance, India that was accommodative and always
exhibited true love and compassion and India, our
Mother Land that believed in transformation within
and not conversion without.
We are not puppets, we are human beings with
feelings, emotions, and infinite possibilities to
experience divinity within and express it outwardly
through selfless service to the humanity. Everything
becomes meaningful when we find out the purpose of
life. We should make sure that, no matter how many
times we get defeated in the hands of destiny, our
purpose shouldn’t get defeated. We have hit the
earth with the sole intention to know our true identity
and there cannot be any better tool than to get helped
while rendering our services towards the mankind. I
know, Divinity alone stands but one shouldn’t forget
that humanity springs forth from Divinity alone.
So please come forward and support in whatever way
you can. Corpus fund can be on your beloved one’s
name. Your simple gesture can bring a smile on many
faces and may help in shaping someone's life too. We
live in the world of possibilities and nothing can be
ruled out. Anything and everything is possible, just
need strong will power, feelings for humanity and
ready to sacrifice our own life, if it demands!
Your gesture means a lot! Become the best medium
like never before while helping others! Your growth
lies in it. Humanity lies in it. Divinity lies in it.

Yours in the Service of Humanity
Swami Nachiketananda
Nachiketa Tapovan, at Nachiketa
Adhyatmapuri, Kodgal (V), Jadcherla (M),
Mahabubnagar (D), 9908234545

